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Trends
by Martha Oesch
In response to a survey on
attrition conducted last spring and
summer by Robert Blair, professor
of sodofogy, and Al Hall, professor
of psychology, the College ofWooster is -- investigating its
attrition rate and looking for the '
Following his acceptance of an honorary degree from the
College Thursday night, Richard Leakey delivered a lecture on
his work in archaeology. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
Extents Can
The "real workT, that often
talked about, but seldom seen in
college, is now available for the
second year to students through
the Extern Program ait Wooster.
Originally designed : by A.C. .
Jackson, director of Career
Planning and Placement Services,
Susan LundaL administrator of
Alumni House, Frank Knorr,
director of Alumni House and Deb
Buettner, secretary of SGA, the '
goal of the program is Jo give
students an opportunity for work
experience in a career which they
are corisidering.
Open to any sophomore, junior
or senior, the extern program is
designed so that students can
obsen a professional on a day to
day basis in his field. The
extcrnship itself takes place for
three to five days during the week
of Spring Break, March 19, 1978.
Besides being able to evaluate a
Analyzed
causes of certain alarming
statistics. - The survey, which
looked into the advising process
and the attrition rate of the class of
1978, revealed an attrition rate of36; in other words, 234 of 634
"students withdrew-fro- m school
from their freshman to their senior
Experience
career choice through the extern
program, a student can also
evaluate different cities of regions
in the country as a place to five and
work. Students can choose any
geographic location in the United
States. Housing, food and
transportation, however, are the
responsibility of the student
extern. To alleviate costs...
students may choose to live in
their hometown or with relatives.
Once an interested student has
filled out an application and
written the essay for the program,
the Alumni House trys to locate
alumni sponsors in the desired
field and location. The sponsor
and the student then proceed to
design a specific program to fit
their needs.
Deb Buettner, one of last year's
17 extems, comments, The goal
of the externship is not to find ajob, but to give the student greater
in Faculty Attrition Study
year.
Registrar Lee Culp, however,
indicates that for the last twenty
years Wooster's track record has
been to have 60 of all entering
students graduate. The alarming
factor in the survey is that most of
the withdrawals are categorized as
-- voluntary.
Attrition at Wooster is
considered a problem not only
with last year's graduating class,
but for future classes as well,
according to Ken Goings,
assistant dean of faculty. Referring
to the withdrawal rate of students
from the college for any reason,
the attrition rate may become
more severe as the number of
eighteen-year-old- s starts to
decrease and the number of
incoming freshmen is reduced.
Both Goings and Vivian
Holiday, Dean of the Faculty,
pointed out that other colleges,
both private and state, are having
Profs Discuss Faculty Report
....
--
,i y Louise' A, Blum,.
The Herring Report has been
the subject of much discussion and
concern among the faculty at
Wooster, and their general feeling
seems to be that it was very well
done, an opinion that could well be
expected from a faculty that
approved the Report by a vote of
90 to 9. Howeverr the Report's
acceptance does not necessarily
imply that every statement it
makes is unquestionable. As Alfred
Hall, Professor of Psychology,
explains, when he voted for it, he
was "not endorsing every specific
aspect, but just the main prin-
ciples." Many individual issues still
provoke a good deal of contro-
versy, both among the faculty and
the students.
"Real World
insight concerning his future and
to help him define his own goals.''
Deb's externship as assistant to a
United States district attorney
helped her decide that she was
interested in civil as opposed to
corporate law. Other career areas --
last year ranged from geology and '
public ' relations to law and
anthropological work. One extern
worked in New York City for a
children's textbook publishing
company doing actual proofread-
ing and editing. Deb pointed out
that the program helps students to
narrow down their career choices.
"Students can take advantage
of the extern program afl three
years. It's a unique opportunity,''
comments Deb. Last year the
sponsors requested that more --
thorough information on the
externs be provided for them. This
year the extem's essay, defining
cont'd, on pg. 3
to deal with the same problem; yet
they added that because Wooster
is a "self-selectin- g" institution it
cannot rely on the large draw of
students which a state university
can expect Say Dean Holiday,
"Wooster is a step ahead of other
schools in attacking the problem.''
As of yet there are no statistics
available on the attrition rate at
other institutions in Ohio, but from
their own observations and
experiences Holiday and Goings
feel Wooster's attrition rate is
comparable to other liberal arts
colleges. Statistics are now being
compiled on attrition as a purely '
voluntary withdrawal from the
college for non-academ- ic and non-
medical reasons. The attrition rate
does not take into account those
students who'withdraw from the
college for a quarter but enroll the
subsequent quarter.
Student's reasons for leaving the
college are varied. Many withdraw
voluntarily because of academic
- One erf .the major Hem -- tit-
cussed is the role of resident
assistants. The general opinion of
the faculty interviewed seems to
coincide with the views expressed
in the Report: does a week's
training necessarily provide the
R.A.'s with the fundamental know-
ledge necessary to function Effi
n
Michael Hennesy charmed
audience last Monday night
McGaw ChapeL Photo by Amy
reasons, others are asked to leave
by the Academic Standards
Committee. In the 1976-7-7 school
year, 90 of the 329 students who
withdrew were requested to leave
due to academics, says
Holiday. A small percentage of
students depart because of
medical reasons. Lack of finances
force some students to leave.
Others decide to specialize their
training at a university.
A student withdrawing may
sometimes be required to have an
exit interview and from these
interviews it often becomes
apparent that some students just
don't know why they are leavingor
don't admit, or know the real
reason until they are away from
the school. Dean Holiday also
pointed out that there are often a
combination of reasons.
Goings emphasizes, however,
"that it - is the students who
voluntarily withdraw from
cont'd, on pg. 5
ciently . as counselor? - Dr. Hall --
thinks that it does not. He feels that
the counseling role should be "de-emphasize- d";
that R.A.'s must
realize that they are employees of
the College and that when "repeat-
ed infractions" occur and counsel-
ing proves ineffective, then actions
cont'd, on pg. 4
31 "i
his way into the hearts of his
with his mime performance in
Sancetta.
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A Touch of Class
Two events that occurred this past week at Wooster the address by
Richard Leakey and Michael Hennesy's Mime and Music Theatre
deserve mention because they say something about the potential for
, enrichment through social activities at college. We always seem to hear
talk about the miserable social life here, the "there 's-nothing-to-do-what-a-bori- ng-place"
kind of criticism. But perhaps the enormous success of
these two events gives some indication of the types of programs needed
at this school.
In his lecture on October 19, Leakey, before a full house at McGaw
Chapel, provided the College community with his fascinating insight into
the origins of homo sapiens. While explaining recent discoveries in East
Africa, Leakey emphasized how little paleoanthropologists really know
about prehistoric man that much of what many people consider fact is
actually conjecture. He also attempted to share with the audience his
enthusiasm for his work, and the excitement of making a discovery.
This past Monday night, Michael Hennesy and his Mime Theatre
provided a different type of program. Their two-hou- r show, entertaining
and absorbing throughout, had more universal appeal, certainly, than
that ever-elusiv-e major rock concert that Wooster has been unable to
find and schedule. The art of mime, which combines drama, dance, and
music, is a unique art; it's performance, in fact, was probably new to
many people in the audience.
But that's why Hennesy's. show was so successful. He offered
intellectual entertainment that sparked interest and excitement even
after the performance was over. Leakey's address had much the same
effect.
Activities that both warm the heart and stimulate the mind are the
activities that are most valuable. When you are able to be exposed to a
new experience, learn from it, and enjoy the process itself, then you've
really done something important.
That, incidentally, is what the faculty are talking about when they
espouse the need for students to intertwine, their academic and social
lives. Some students speak of the need to escape the pressures of the
intellectual world. But why escape something when it's exciting?
D.G.P.
New Index Format
Cindi Meister, a senior English
major and currently the
Advertising Manager for the
VOICE, has been named Editor of
the 1979 INDEX. "We hope to
make the yearbook exciting to
look at this year by including as
many people as possible," she
said.. "If not going to be a
collection of pictures of one select
group."
Meister hopes to improve on
past yearbooks by adding more
pages, designing a new style for
the cover, and by displaying "more
solid pictures," more action
ChiO's Grateful for Donors' Generosity
ChiO s extend a warm "thank
you" to the campus for their
generosity in donating blood
through the Red Cross
Bloodmobile. Between the hours
of 10 and 4 approximately 175
people, students, faculty, and
townspeople registered to give.
WOOSTER
PUBLISHED WEEKLY DURING
(STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF
editorials and features are those of the staff
representative of administration policy.
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes
(students, faculty, administrators, subscribers, and members of the greater
wooster community. AB correspondence may be addressed to WOOSTER
VOICE. Box 3187, The College of Wooster, Ohio 44691.
The WOOSTER VOICE is a member
land the Ohio Newspaper Association.
nor a second class subscnptnn and $9.50
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are
19. Telephone: (216) 264-123- 4, extension
photos and fewer posed ones. "I
think that in many years there
haven't been enough candid
pictures. I hope to improve that."
With sophomore Loraine
Wilder as Photo Editor, Meister
plans to organize a good staff of
photographers and "have
someone, walking around
constantly with a camera. The
theme of the INDEX, she added,
will be concerned with "friendship
and the growing relationships on
campus."
Inasmuch as the INDEX has
been known for deficit spending in
While some were deterred
because of colds and exposures to
cases of mononucleosis, we
commend their willingness to
participate and their disappoint-
ment upon determent.
A challenge went out to donate
the biggest percentage of blood
VOICE
THE ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE
WOOSTER. Opinions expressed in
alone, and should not be construed as
al signed letters to the Editor from
of the United States Press Association
Subscription rates are now $6.50 per year
per year for first class.
located in lower Lowry Center. Room G
433.
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SGA Advocates Appointments
Dear Editor,
The following letter has been
sent by the SGA cabinet
. to
President Henry Copeland.
Planned
the past, Meister noted that she is
determined to do as much as she
can with the funds available. "We
know we're in the red, but I intend
to seO a lot of advertising."
Pointing to her success in
salvaging the VOICE and THE
NEW PEOPLE from the depths of
: bankruptcy, Meister stated that
she "won't lose money on the
INDEX."
Students interested in working
on the yearbook as photographers
or in lay-o- ut should contact Cindi
Meister ext. 413 or Loraine Wilder
at ext. 274.
per group. Olio's are pleased to
announce that 4th Section,
Phi Omega Sigma, won with 44
of their members donating blood.
Other groups who had high
percentages were 1st Section,
Scott Cottage, and Dunn House.
Chi Omega Psi wishes to also
recognize the residents of 571
Spink Avenue. This off-camp-us
house of five women had 100
donating blood on October 19. We
think it deserves attention in that
they successfully cooperated as a
group in the challenge.
Incidentally, Chi Omega Psi, not ,
to be left out. had 45 donating.
We're proud of that record, too
In all, ChiO's deem the
challenge a success and are
encouraged that a later attempt
may be more profitable once we
leave the season of colds and
mono behind us, Again,
congratulations to the men of 4th
Section. '
Steelman Expresses Appreciation
Dear Editor,
I wanted to write and express
my deep appreciation to the
students, faculty and administra-
tion of Wooster College for their
warm hospitality during my resi-
dence there as a Woodrow Wilson
Fellow last week.
I hope that my visit was of
service, especially to the students.
It was my intention in sharing my '
Dear Mr. Copeland,
The student members of Cam-
pus Council have just recently
received your memo regarding the
action you intend to take on the
various recommendations of the
ad hoc Committee on Student
Conduct In part A of that memor-
andum, you state that a committee
' composed of Henry Herring, Ted
Williams, Al Hall,' Erika" Wood,
Nancy Lukens, Am Lewis, and
Debra Schwinn will be charged
with the responsibility of develop-
ing a "more clearly stated philoso-
phy of the Code of Conduct.-
-'The Cabinet of the Student Gov-
ernment Association wishes at this
time to lodge a formal protest
concerning the composition of the
Committee.
We are specifically concerned
over the faculty-student-administratJ- on
ratio of the commit-
tee. Presently, there are six faculty,
one student, and no administra-
tors. We feel that the present
arrangement will severely limit the
objectivity of the committee, there-
by restricting the credibility of any
African Exposure Offered
During the past 21 years,
Operation Crossroads Africa,
Inc., a non-prof- it organization
focusing on international
development and educational
exchange, has sent, more than
5000 volunteers (students,
professionals, and others) to 34
English-speakin- g and French--.
speaking African countries to
spend their surnrners helping rural
village corrtrnunities. Projects
involve: art, oral history, and
archaeology; etJincwnusicology;
agricultural development;
.
tutoring; public health and
medicine; journalism and media
development; and construction of
schools, clinics, and needed
experiences as a former member of
Congress and now as a business-
man to bring about a more
enlightened understanding of
these two worlds.
.Seldom have I been met with
such warmth and kindness and I
shall always hold Wooster college
in highest regard. 'Alan Steelman
action that it may recommend.
We would like to call your
attention to the present Code of
Conduct, and its philosophy. It was
drawn up by the Campus Council
in its early years. The tri-pa- rt
Council has representation from all
three bodies.
With these facts in mind, the
Cabinet of the S.G .A. requests the
wviilllllVIII wi Ull quuiuviicu u u cc
.or four students to the committee,
and an equivalent number of
administrators. We feel that this will
serve to enhance the credibility
. .I Al Li LS-- .il .L.'t
; aiia me opjecuviiy 01 mis important
committee.
.
Respectfully yours,
The Cabinet of the S.GA.
Mike Petrella, President
Carol Rowan, Vice-Preside- nt
Deb Buettner, Secretary
Carol Surbey, Treasurer
Cindy Clark, F.A.C. Chairperson
; Beth Farnsworth,
S.G.C. Chairperson
John White, SS&SP Chairperson
Nancy Duncan, Blake Moore,
Irene Korsak, Campus Council
Artie Kropp, SAB.
community facilities.
This unusual experience
provides a brief but . intense
irnmersion in traditional and
modem African life and pushes
individuals to re-consid- er basic
attitudes, standards, and beliefs in
relation to people with contrasting
values and life-style- s. Most
volunteers arrange to receive
academic credit for their summer
experience, and many, find that
they are helped into professional
careers in international relations,
higher education and business.
Persons interested" in
Dartkrinatinc in frnccrnaX
Summer 197? WorkTravelStudy
Program must apply immediately.
Contact: Cmcn-wl- e Afri-- a liw
" m. a m.
.
"
- W, &W1 A
(212-242550- ); or Don Snow in
Babcock, International Programs '
Office.
Interested in writing for the
VOICE? We need additional
reporters for our news and
feature departments- - Contact
us at Box 3187 or call Doug
Pinkham at extension 337. -
JDebaters Argue Way to Invitational Victory
For the third time in nine years,
Niagara University's traveling De-
bate trophy will be displayed for a
year in Wishart HalL The trophy
symbolizes the 9-wi- n, 3 loss record
- that made the Scot orators number
one at the Invitational held last
weekend in Buffalo, New York.
About 20 teams attended the
tournament Coach Gerald H.
Snaders entered only one team,
composed of seniors Liz Barker,
Bob Carter, Bobbi Emling, and
freshman Mark Wall, in four- -
. member debate competition. Bar-
ker and Carter represented the
negative half of the team; Emling
and Wall represented the affirma-
tive. Both debated the topic,
"Resolved: That the Federal Gov- -
" ernment should guarantee Em-
ployment Opportunities to all U.S.
Citizens in the Labor Force." '
The four-memb- er team proved a
success in group as well as
individual competition. Barker and
Carter captured a record of 5-- 1,
. defeating . teams from Central
Michigan University, Suffolk Uni-
versity, Westminster College, Platt-sburg- h
College, and Penn State
University.-Th-e team was awarded
first place in Negative Debate
Competition. ' -.- -
Similarly, Emling and Wall ac-
quired first place in Affirmative
Debate Competition. The duo
defeated teams from Central Mich-
igan University, Penn State Uni
versity, St. John's University, and
Westminster College, and lost to
another Central Michigan team
and Suffolk University.
In addition to team trophies, all
four members of the team earned
speaker trophies. Liz Barker accep-
ted fourth place Negative Speaker
for Wooster, missino, third by only
one point. Mark Wall and Bobbi
Emling were awarded third and
second place Affirmative Speakers,
respectively.
The Senator Earl W. Brydges
Outstanding Debator Award went
to Wooster's Bob Carter. The .
Externships
cont'd, from pg. 1
. his goals for the program, will be
sent to the sponsor. Next year, the
program might allow students to
participate in the program during
winter and summer breaks as well
as spring break.
Applications for the program
require the listing of awards and
honors received by the student.
Preferred city and occupation is,
also, stated. The most important
part of the application is the essay
because the student must
describe the goals he hopes to
achieve through the program.
The deadline for extemship
applications has been extended to
Oct. 31. Applications are available
in the CPPS office and can be sent
honor has been won by a Scot
Debator twice before. David Tis-dal-e
won the award in 1972 and
- Ron Ruskin, who was a member of.
the 1970 DSR-TK- A National
Champion Team, won it in 1969.
Carter received the award for
accumulating 168 out of a possible
. 180 speaker points. He had 20-point- s
more than the next two top
speakers. "
Wooster also entered three
people in Individual Events Com-
petition. The participants, all fresh-
men, were Cathy Garrigus in Prose
Interpretation, Jeff Kramp in Per-
suasive Speaking, and Lee Merrill
in Humorous Interpretation. Dr.
Sanders was pleased with their
performances and believes that all
three show a great deal of promise
for future intercollegiate
competition.
This weekend Coach Sanders
and the single team of Barker and
Carter will, travel to Cincinnati,
Ohio, for the Xavier Invitational
Debate Tournament
Dinner Theatre Caters to Students' Tastes
The Student Activities Board
has programmed a dinner theatre
in the Cage on November 2, 3, and
4 to : alleviate the blahs and
pressures that characterize the
ending of a quarter. "We hope the
dinner theatre will afford students
the opportunity to take a breath of
fresh air before they plunge into
the rigors of finals week," remark-
ed Rick Bardine, director of the
event The doors will open at 6
PM. and the delicatessen-styl- e
meal, catered by Food Service, will
be served at 6:30, with the shows
beginning at 7:45.
Performed will be excerpts from
the play, You Know 1 Can't Hear
You When the Water's Running.
The roles in these comedies
will be taken by Cathy McQueen,
Peter Neuman, Scott Peterle, Beth
Are Offered
to box 3165. In some cases an
interview will be necessary.
Students will be notified of their
acceptance into the program
during the week of Nov.. 6. An
orientation -- meeting for those
accepted will be held Nov. 9.
Anyone wanting more information
is urged to contact Deb Buettner.
r" -The yearbook has an editorthis year and we do have a staff..
We NEED photographers.
Equipment is provided (i.e.
film, paper, etc) along with a
dark room. So, if you're
interested contact Loraine
Wilder today, Box 3060, Ext.
274. Our first meeting will
probably be Sunday night
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
How are we so sure the pro-lif- e people wiB succeed? Because they
reflect, m al they do and say about the evil of abortion, the sentiments of
abolitionist Wm. Lloyd Garrison, who said about the evi of slavery: T am
in earnest. I wiB not equivocate. I will not excuse. I will not retreat a single
inch. AND I WILL BE HEARDr
ABORTION FACTS
. The slogan: "Don't deny the poor the abortions the rich obtain,"
superficially has emotional appeal, as does any pl 'or beip lor the poor.
But it violates elemental principles of logic and humanity, for comes
down to this: because some of the rich lull off their chidren by
abortion...to equalize matters, the public must help the poor do liknvst.
The humane and loving thing, of course, is to really help the poor, not help
: chaVToMlD W. LOUISEU, PROF. OF LAW. U.
CALIF., BERKELY.
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 835. WOOSTER, OHIO
.
-
- 264-528- 9
.
v. EMPAC Emergency Pregnane Aid 1-419-52- 6-1372 MANSFIELDFKEEPwHotSM 1-800-34- 4-7211
--J
i
Members of Wooster's debate team brought home a trophy from the Buffalo Invitational
. Tournament. Photo by John Walsh.
Sandore, and Wythe Keever. "The
shows will be interesting since
performers are double cast and
must show their versatility, noted
Burdine. "One actor plays three
roles while another performs two.
Also, entertainment during dinner
will be provided by the gifted jazz
duo of Joey and Johnnie."
The dinner theatre concept was
so well accepted by students in the
.
past that SAB decided to program
it again. "However, this fe the first
'dinner' dinner theatre, which is
really exciting. Other times the
dinner was cheese balls, spreads
and crackers," explained Bardine.
Besides past success, other reasons
for programming . the dinner
theatre are to promote College of
Wooster theatre, to give the Cage a
different atmosphere, and to pro--"
gram to the interests of as many
students as possible. The show,
being performed in a spot outside
of Freedlander theatre, presents
campus dramatics in a different
light. The Cage is also presented in
a different light as being more than
a drinking and dancing establish-
ment" continued Bardine. "It's a
really nice place and needs to be
used for a variety of events. The
dinner theatre is a good diversifi-
cation of Cage programminq and
Flair Travel
Consultants
343 E.BOWMAN ST.
For Your
Comsnience
Just off tho College
Campus - For ALL
Your Travel Inquiries
ndNd
TENTH ANNUAL
LONDON SHOW TOUR
Morch7-2l- . 1978
Course credit offered
See Dr. Shutz
CALL
264-650- 5
WOOSTER
i.v
11
gives it a touch of class too. Finally,
the dinner theatre production pre-
sents entertainment for persons
not interested in dancing, drinking,
and listening to music."
Bardine, who has been in
theatre since the age of ten, feels
the dinner theatre group has been
a self-contain- ed unit a close knit
group. Other persons who have
pooled their talents, resources, and
: energy into creating the production
are Karen Mills, director of Cage
programming; Bill Daywaldt,
Lowry Center Intern, and former
assistant in charge of the Cage and
Co-op- ; and Diane Whitney,' assist-
ant director. Bardine gratefully
acknowledges Diane's efforts,
"Without her the show would have
DINO'S
DRIVE THRUCOLO
Beer and Win
Champagne- - '' i
Soft Drinks and les
Monday thru TrVjrdoy
Fiidoy ond Saturdoy
i ri.... i T
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been impossible. She's a Godsend,
making contacts for makeup, cos-
tumes and props, and basically
doing behind-the-scene- s work a
director doesn't have time to do."
The essential efforts of other
groups are recommendations by
Food Service concerning the kinds
of food to buy at the best prices,
encouragement and support by
SAB, and the loaning of some
costumes ' by' the theatre
department.
Tickets for the "evening of
comedy" cost $3 for boarding
students and $4 for non-boardin- g
students, and are on sale in Lowry
Center, at the front desk from 11
am i pm or at the ticket booth in
the lobby from 4 pm-- 6 pm.
Corryowt
PIZZA
All Mod Hr
1 1 00 a m It 00 p m
1 1 00 a m I OOom
Ph 3670444
I,..,.
itrWVWWWWWVWWWWWtfWW
eSS&A C6535'RZBl
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!- -
Made to Order - Cheae. Pepperonl. Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
. 'Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
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Frt Sat-6p.m.-2a.- m.Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
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Vincent Dowling, Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival Director,
praises American theatre for its vitality and open-mindedne- ss.
Photo by Amy Sancetta.
however, they soon realized that
that was not possible and were
shuffling paper and carrying but
administrative directives which
conflicted with their morality.
Ms. Dugger believes that social
workers' energies are misdirected.
Today, attention is given to reform-- ,
ing the individual, so that he may
achieve above his state of poverty.
She contends, however, that the
system should be reformed, be--
: -
Bonus for first time donors with this ad.
plasmaallicnce
Open Mon-S- at 730 AM.--4 evening-M.T,- W, & Th tifl 00 PM.
. 372 E. Exchange St., Akron Phone 376-687- 3 for appoinment
1 !iJ
Do
by Greg Stolcis r;
.
"The art of theatre Is the art of
charity..." said Great Lakes Shake-
speare Festival director Vincent
Dowling, and his Wednesday con-
vocation in Mateer Auditorium
reinforced the timelessness of his-
tory's greatest dramatist, as he
discussed Shakespeare in contem- -
porary theatre. V
" Dowling, a native of Ireland, has
been with the Great Lakes Shake-
speare. Festival for three years.
Prior to that, he worked with the
famed Abbey Theatre of Dublin,
and has performed and directed
theatrical productions in Ireland,
England and Europe. For Dowling,
"Shakespeare has something for
everyone. From our experience,
Former Social Worker Joins
Karen Dugger, a former Los
Angeles County social worker,
joined the College of Wooster
faculty this year as an instructor of
Sociology. Ms. Dugger hopes to
expose her students to the actual
circumstances oi society, so their
beliefs may be more realistic.
From her experiences, she
found herself and other social
workers approaching their job as a
chance to reform today's poverty;
FREE!
Catalog of Collegiate Research
Over 10,000 listings! AM subjects.
Send NOW for this FREE catalog.
(Offer expire Dec 31, I978
SEND TO: C6De&ate Research . - .
P.O. Box 8439S, Los Anseles, CA. 50073
,;.' .'' it i f 1 i
Laed
Faculty Expresses Criticisms
1 1
should be taken to correct them.
though counseling should be the
primary task of the RA's, they
-- should also accept the responsibil-
ity of being the "figure of author-
ity", a position that entails, among
, other things, the willingness to tell
people to be quiet when they know
that their noise could be bothering
some of the quieter people on the
. cause it is inherent through the
presence of economic inequality.
As a result, those who are not as
well off are dehumanized and
unable to change their lower class
status. Along with the redirection
of. policy,. Ms. Dugger suggested
other changes. -
She is concerned with the large
amount of money used in the
administration
.
of ; welfare pro-
grams. Ms. Dugger referred to Los
Angeles County and Kent State as
examples, In both instances, sev-
eral million dollars are used to
employ educators and intellectuals
for poverty analysis. She stated
that if these funds were directly
given to the poor, an economic
foundation would be provided to
meet their necessary needs. "
Guaranteed annual income is
another program supported by the
former social worker. She states
that the American ideals of Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happi
hall even if no one has specifically
complained. RA's should be re- -
sponsible for maintaining general
order and protecting the rights of
the people on their floor.
Carolyn Durham, assistant pro-
fessor of French, points out that the
RA's are being forced into a
difficult position by these responsi-
bilities. They are expected to act
both as disciplinarians and as
Faculty
ness may only be attained if each
individual has the economical
means to satisfy his basic needs. If
one is unable to meet these needs,
then he will attempt to do so. As a
result, the individual will be unable
to realize these ideals...;,. , ,
Since America's' present system
directs wealth Vom the poor to the
rich, the reverse should be imple-
mented, so that there may be an
equalization of wealth, stated Ms.
Dugget. She further said that an
arbitrary limit should be set where
income in excess "would be taxed100", but, at the same time,
. income should serve as a stimulant
.
for increased production. Ms. Dug-
ger suggested the above to serve as
a framework to solve the social
imbalance of America, and that-the- se
suggestions were not a
solution, since she was uncertain of
their economic soundness or social
implications.
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.
bathed in his words, we can find a
meaning." The incredible insight
into human nature that. Shake-
speare possessed is apparent in
contemporary productions of
Shakespeare, as new and innova-
tive
.
. interpretations - and
approaches continually allow the
Shakespearean drama to find a
common humanistic denominator,
a metaphor, into people's minds.'
Dowling maintains that the "art
of drama is that the audience
effects the depth of the play by its
presence." He was extremely criti-
cal of a recent decision by Cleve-
land's Public Television station to
televise six Shakespearean produc-
tions next year using British
Shakespearean companies, thus
- ABORTION
Up Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle m
Akron's Most Experienced
' Clinic
. Moderate Fee. ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St. 1
Caff Collect 0-535-6- 178
; virtually
. ignoring the advance-
ments made by contemporary
American theatrical companies.
Dowling further asserts that ; the
televising of off stage productions
is "a cheat and-- a be," because it
completely discounts the audi-
ence's effect on the actor's
"performance.
.
..
Having "never been moved, by
English Shakespearean perform-
ances, Dowling
.
feels that the
passion that exists in American
theatre is a positive force at work in
contemporary Shakespearean
theatre. Its break from the calcu-
lated, careful English style is a
bridge, an avenue of transcen-
dence, that allows Shakespeare to
remain as priceless as ever.
counselors roles which inevitably
come in conflict Durham contends
that certain rights are absolute and
if they are violated it is up to the
R.A-
- to do something. Such a step
does not necessarily classify the
TLA. as a disciplinarian.
Perhaps the most controversial
issue in the Report concerns
sections. Each member of the
faculty stressed the fact that no-
where in the Report do the
committee members propound the
actual abolition of men's sections;,
but simply the recommendation
mat they be studied. The com-
plaints levied against the sections
are numerous, but the amount of
existing evidence is somewhat less
--
so" cont'd, on pg. 5 ( -
Here at Wooster th fast wifl be
both learning experience and a
money making project. On Nov.
16 educational activities such as
films and discussions .wiS be
offered in place of food.
Fasting -- students - hope to
receive a rebate from Food
Service for the food they do not
eat. This money would then be
sent to' Oxfam. Presently the
details of the rebate have not been
worked out, reported Howard
Raber. But Raber is supportive of
the fast and promises his
cooperation.
In addition to the fast, during the"
"Seven Days for World
Development"., a four part
television series, "The Fight for
Food," w3 be aired. " . .
--
"' Locally, both on campus and in --
the community, there will be
discussions dealing with the issue
of world development. ;
Last - Tuesday evening over
twenty students committed
themselves to fast on Thursday,
Nov. 16, AO Wooster students are
invited to join the fast which wiS
highlight Oxfam's nationwide
campaign, "Seven Days for World
Development,' beginning Nov. 12.
Oxfam, "a small,
.
non-prof- it --
international agency that
supports self-hel- p development
projects in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America," claims fasting benefits
many.
The next planning session will
be Sunday, Oct. 29, at 9:00 pjn. in
Wacner. AO are welcome!
BEAU. AVE
' ECON-O-WAS- H
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Increasing Attrition Rate Concerns
cont'd, from pg. 1
; Wooster for reasons which the
college can provide for, that we are
'most concerned about." Their
concern is substantiated by the
results of the survey of the class of
-- 1078 uihirh chnuiorl th7fft.rJtho
terminating students' voluntarily
withdrew from the college. Added
to this is the fact that only 9 of all
terminating students applied for
readrnission to the college.
Holiday comments on .mis
particular situation, saying,
"Wooster is more concerned than
some colleges on this issue
because we invest a great deal in
the students and the students also
invest much time, money and
energy in WoosterJt's not an easy
decision for a student to make."
Both Hofidav and Goincs
agreed that some students don't
belong at college and that it is
better to let them leave. However,
it c wnen aiuuiuii sians latung
even those, students that would
benefit from college that we
become worried," explains
Goings. These students may be
leaving due to inadequate facilities
or professors, the social and
intellectual atmosphere, or
problems with housing' and
courses.. President Henry
Copeland expresses his concern, '
saying, "the kind of attrition which
bothers me is when we haven't
for achievement." '
From studying other college's
attempts to improve and control
. attrition and from. the report on,
academic advising conducted by
direct link existed, between
'advising and the rate of attrition.
Hence, the stress this year is on
strengthening the advising
'process. Particular emphasis wiD
be given to freshmen . and
sophomores where the rate of
am it inn k hichesr- - Dean Goincs
explained that juniors and seniors
usually have a stake in the college
and that their reasons are such
that the college cant help.
According to the survey, in the
class of 1978, "the largest number
of withdrawals occurred at the end
of r freshmen and Sophomore
years:
-
77 and .-- 71 withdrawals
respectively." The attrition rate of
33 at the end of the sophomore
year was close to the final figure of
37. On the need for more
adequate counseling, Holiday :
says, "As an institution we havenlt
dmasoodjobonexplainingIS.lt
needlessly frightens people which
accounts for the large rate of
attrition between the sophomore
and junior year."
In an attempt to correct this
situation, freshmen advisers are
asked to keep in contact with then-student- s
during the winter and
sprang quarters in order to deal
with students problems before '
they become a detrimental force.
In addition, all faculty are asked to
refer students with problems to
tKo lean's offv-- a er that tfio dans
..can ob mow mure aware ui
students' needs and help guide the
student. Copeland adds, "It is
good that we can take a counsefing
approach to this problem."
.
speculate that part of the problem
- THE .. . . : '
A In th. CMtas Hills s n u r
A . .Shopping cmnvm
of .attrition may rest In .the
admissions proceedings and the
publicity for Wooster. JWe should
accept students who understand
Wooster's goals and what is
expected of mem. We need to
articulate what we stand for and
translate that image into a more
coherent program," says Dean
Holiday. The dean's office hopes
to do more profiles of classes and
those students who leave to see
whether any particular character
istics reoccur.
The attrition rate has a snowball
effect on students who remain at
the college where "the probability
of their leaving increases",
comments Goings. No major
curriculum cuts are expected in
the future as a result of attrition.
The changes in curriculum now
taking place, such as the
replacement of distribution
requirements by modes of
understanding in each depart
Opinions of Faculty Found
cont'd, from pg. 4 -
From her own experience, Dur-
ham has concluded that "sections
are responsible for noise prob-
lems," but feels that they should be
investigated to see if this is true for
all. George 'Galster, assistant pro-
fessor of Economics, supports this
proposed investigation, urging that
sections cooperate so - that "all,
points of view can he adequately
heard." Galster feels that a "blan-
ket statement" concerning sections
cannot accurately be made. He
--contends that while there are some
that do worthwhile projects, there
are others which "are of no value
either to the campus or to their
members." He advocates dissolu-
tion only of certain sections, the
ones found responsible . for the
problems, not of all.
Pohlmann's views are mixed. A
former fraternity member himself,
he is not ready to suggest discon-
tinuation until more evidence is
manifested. Having previously
taught at a school where no social
groups were allowed, he can detect
a definite difference between the
atmosphere of that campus and
that of Wooster. At the former,
more students attended activities.-an- d
there were more activities to
attend. Pohlmann feels that what
concerns the faculty is the,f act that
social life is so completely discon-
nected from academic life. He
maintains that sections should try
to serve a more useful purpose --
mat they should "foster more
involvement in intellectually re-
lated activities outside the
classroom."
Pohlmann holds the view that
concern with intellectual develop-
ment should come before that with
social development Priorities must
be established. Pohlmann states:
"The students' right to make noise
never takes precedence over the
other students' right to study or
sleep." He feels, that while self-governme- nt
should be continued,
students must be realistic about it.
Gorden Schull, professor of
Political Science, feels somewhat
differently. He contends that
though the primary purpose of the
College is to form an academic
community, social relationships still
make up "an integral part." Schull
stated that when "the promotion of
social activities...interferes with the
privacy of individuals," it is wrong.
According to Schull, there is a
conflict between social life, privacy,
and academic work; but "we
cannot absolutize" any of them.
All the teachers seemed to be
very concerned with student re-
action. Hal! emphasized the point
that, dasptte the objection on the
part of the student body concern-
ing the abscence of student input
on the committee, it was, neverthe-
less, specifically a faculty commit-
tee. He has received the impres-
sion that some students interpret
the report as a lack of interest and
. concern for students and student
affairs."
Yet, Hall protests, this is the very
reason for which the committee
was formed - out of a genuine
concern for the members of the
student body. Pohlmann develop-
ed this theme, relating it to the
$4
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ment, would have been done
.
regardless of attrition, according
to Holiday. Adjustments in the
budget are inevitable if attrition
continues to increase. "We will
have to make cautious and
discreet changes so as not to
damage the curriculum", says
Holiday.
Attrition can be seen positively
as being a means for students to
decide what is most satisfactory
for them. Holiday and Goings
declining number of students
across the country, which has
caused the competitiveness for
teaching positions, that has made
the "quality of the faculty" go up.
The increased intellect of the
teachers, combined with the de-
creased intellect of the students,
accounts for a good deal of
frustration on both parts. Pohl-
mann feels that the faculty, particu-
larly the younger faculty, are
becoming upset with the seeming
lack of interest on the part of the
students over social and political
I M .
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agree that it is beneficial for some
students to leave the school for
awhile and set their priorities so
that hopefully they wiB want to
return voluntarily . Their job then is
to counsel the student about his
decision. "Any strong school is
going to take a counseling
approach in academics and
career-typ- e decisions to help
students get where they want to
be," comments Copeland.
to Vary
matters. But Pohlmann feels that
the interest is not absent; that it is
there, and that it is the faculty's
responsibility to bring it out without
trying to make the students into
something they're not.
.
Schull has perhaps provided the
most apt summation of the conse-
quences --of the Herring Report:
"The best thing about it is that it
has us all talking about these
things." And it has - for not until we
face the Issues set down in this
report will we know what to do
about them.
Learn. toSevr
ybur own
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If you want to get to the top in aviation, the Navy is
the way to go. We offer unlimited opportunities as
pilots and Naval Flight Officers.
As a pilot, you'll be trained to fly the most advancedjets ever developed. As a Naval Flight Officer, youTl
operate the sophisticated weapon systems, computers
and advanced electronics. As either, youll wear the
wings of Naval Aviation. .
If you're a college man in good physical condition,
Naval Aviation could be your .route to the top. Find
out about it. Sign up for an interview at your place-
ment office or call Lt.j.g. Debbie Swindell collect at:
(216 ) 522-48- 30
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by Diane Marie Decharme
Here I am in America, since the first
week of September. As both a
foreigner and a human being, I am
trying, as best I can, to
understand my surroundings, the
environment in which I live, for
increasing my knowledge of the
world around me. I do everything
in my power to cope with this new
experience, with Wooster and the
people living there. I do not only
increase my knowledge through
experiences but I try to impart
them to the students by sharing
with them, whenever I can, to
LET THE(clENHRAL
(COMPANYof
provide you with your
popular WISH COOK
and the equally
popular edition of our
1978 WORK BOOK
HE MATIOMA
TO HELP YOUR "WISHES" FOR THE FUTURE COME TRUE,
CENTRAL TRUST PROVIDES A SAVINGS PI.AN TO FIT ANY
BUDGET AND ANY NEED.
Jr.
TO HELP MAKE YOUR
DAY OF THE YEAR AND ESPECIALLY AT "TAX
TIME" ... A PERSONAL CHECKING ACCOUNT IS
THE ANSWER! KEEP TRACK OF WHERE EVERY
PENNY IS SPENT. HAVE
create a real communication be-
tween the others and me. By
communication, I do not mean a
superficial one, but a human one
based on understanding, sharing. '
The very fact of being in a
College is stimulating for the spirit,
as it implies learning, knowledge. I
observe, I watch, try to understand,
analyze. And therefore I learn a lot,
through, you, your experiences,
your behaviour, your thoughts,
your beliefs, your choices. Exper-
ience, observation, are indeed an
important part in education
experience being the source of
TODST
WAYNE COUNTY
1978 edition of our
"WORK" EASIER-- .
.-
-. EVERY
VALID RECEIPTS OF ALL
BILLS PAID, AND CURB IMPULSE SPENDING. WITH
OUR "WORK BOOK," YOU'LL HAVE MORE MONEY
TO PUT INTO OUR "WISH BOOK"!
EMST and rjOGKrO1 BANKING
theory. But to make the exper-
iences positive, we should put
them into question, analyze them,
and they should lead to conscious
choices.
I am wondering why people
have, most of the time, to go
through the experience of deep
suffering before being fully aware,
before fully realizing what's going
on and what they are doing and
why. Sometimes people have to
see both sides of life to be able to
make a comparison and to decide
which is best or to be aware of how
lucky they are. I have the impres-
sion that The College of Wooster is
well-protect-
ed place, in which
nothing is missing, in which every-
thing is taken care of. This should
be the . ideal place for learning,
concentrating, evaluating.
-- Nevertheless, it does not always
work this way because people do
not seem to realize how lucky they
are, that all they have is not
necessarily normal. The opportuni-
ties are taken for granted - and not
considered exceptional, reserved
.
to the privileged people. I am not
sure we can benefit from all the
opportunities we have. Because
they are given to us. Because we
do not struggle for them. This is too
easy. People learn a certain
amount of knowledge with no
background experience, though as
I said before, experience should be
the source of theory.
Everyone is smiling, polite,
friendly, but to what point is it
sincere, or hypocritical? Our life
here is mainly based on superficia-
litysocial games, easiness,' profu-
sion of materialism in many cases.
Where is fraternity, where is real
communication, sharing? Who
cares for the others, who is trying
to understand each individual? We
seem to be relying on a high
authority to take care of all the
problems,. to solve them, as if it
were not each individual's
business. '. ' -
Sometimes I see a nice uniform ,
group, in which identity is lost A
uniform group, with exceptions of
course, - in which everyone is
wearing an identical mask, in
.
which everyone seems to agree, as
nobody is exchanging personal
ideas, snaring personal exper-
iences, discussing personal view-
points., on life, death, society,
politics, religion, ideologies and so .
on. Does it really mean we have
lost ourselves, our personalities,
our identity? Does it mean we have
lost our capacities of awareness, of
analyzing...? Does it mean we have
lost any ideal? Does it mean we
agree with everything, everyone?
Does it mean we believe the world,
society to be perfect? Have we lost
ourselves somewhere, on our way,
because of conditionment?
We accept what we are given by
just taking it, without wondering if
it is what we want or not, what we
need or not, if it is good or not, if
we deserve it or not We accept all
the opportunities the College gives
us without using them at their
utmost, because of a mask behind
which we hide and which prevents
us from seeing everything in us
and around us. We are just
following a social pattern without
They get responsibility faster in the Navy. An ensign"
less than a year out of college may run a division of
thirty men, a lieutenant (j.g.) a department of fifty or
more. By the time he makes full lieutenant age 24 or
25 an officer can have more managerial experience
than most civilians do at thirty. - --' .
The Navy has officer programs in Aviation and Nu-
clear Propulsion, Supply, Law, Medicine and many
others. If you'd like to know more about them, sign upfor an interview at your placement office or call Lt.j.g.Debbie Swindell collect at:
(216 ) 522-483- 0
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Applicants Sought
As the consequence of a verv
generous, anonymous gift by a
Spaniard interested in furthering
Spanish-America- n relations, Aca-
demic Year Abroad, Inc., is able to
proffer 20 scholarships of 35,000.
pesetas each "(approx. $500) to
properly qualified applicants from
U.S. colleges and universities for
study at the Uruversidad de Madf
,
1
,
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being fully-awar-e, fully conscious of '
what we are doing and of our
environment.
We. are.young. Everything is in
our hands. The future will be built
or destroyed by us. This should be
.
our main concern. I hope we will
. have many opportunities for ex-
changing our viewpoints, of help-- -
- ing one another, of sharing our
experiences, of trying to under-
stand other peoples' experiences
in a dialogue. I hope everyone
would think and concentrate on
the world situation, take it as a
lesson, and express their ideals
-- taken from this lesson in their X
- every-da- y life, by building up real
relationships, by using the still
. unexploited capacities of put
spirit, our brain, by using all their
capacities to discern wrong from
right, by sharing, cooperating, by
making a choice between
passiveness and awareness.
Selfishness, superficiality, hypo-
crisy, unawareness should not
exist, driven away from us to
concentrate on more useful pur-
poses: that of taking a lesson from
the past, from the present, and of
using our powers for the building
of our future. -
"Science sans conscience n'est que
ruine de l'amc" (Pascal)
"Science. without consciousness is
but the decay of the soul."
rid in the spring semester, 1979.
Applicants, who must have studiedSpanish but need not be Spanish
majors, should write, stating age,
grade, college, .and any scholar-
ships or grants currently being held
to: Academic Year Abroad, Span-
ish Scholarship Committee, P.O.
Box 50, New Pahz, NY 12561.
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Football Team Suffers First Setback,
by Hank Sperry
Defeat has a very bitter taste to
it, and nobody knows that better
than the Wooster Scots, who
swallowed a snootful and suc-
cumbed to the powerful Witten-
berg Tigers, 28:14 last Saturday at
Wittenberg Stadium.
. The Tigers started early, "scoring
on their first possession of the
c t j 1 fcji,...;iiVgame, opaiiusu uy uovi I'iciiiu s
33 yard romp, the Tigers drove 52
yards and scored when Center-vill-e
High School product Chuck
Delaney ran 4 yards with a keeper.
Tim Jeffris' kick was good to make
it 7-- 0.
The Fighting Scots quickly
battled back. Taking the ball on
their 31, the Scots, led by George
Anderson and Jim Powers,
Mike Piffee took it in from the 2. ,
Kevin Lynch made it a toss-u- p with
Volleyball
; by Deb Berg
' Scottie volleyball experienced a
successful week since the last
editioff of the VOICE, as they won
three of their four matches.
Last Wednesday, Wooster trav-
eled to Columbus to take on host
Capital and Ohio Northern
University-
- ...
The Scotties began the evening
onva sour note, losing to an
unspectacular but solid ONUv
jfrf , , p . , v
The spikes and serves of senior Judy Miller were important in
wins over Capital, Akron and Kent last week. Photo by Amy
Sancetta.
squad, 3-1- 5, 14-1- 6. During the first
game, Wooster appeared lifeless,"
allowing several balls to get
through their usually tough
defense.
The Scotties appeared to revive
themselves for the second" game
and were playing inspired ball,
behind the hitting and serving of
senior Judy Miller However, the
momentum swung back to ONU as
the Scotties missed four straight
serves at game point to allow the
Polar Bears the chance to come
back from a 14--5 deficit to win,
16-1- 4.
Wooster avenged its opening
loss in the second match, defeating
Capital , 15--5. 16-1- 4. The Scottie
defensive machine was much im- -
Grace's Wine
Shoppe :
248 W. North Street
262-5CS- 6
his extra point
The first period ended, and the
see-sa- w second - started. The ball
was exchanged 5 times before
Chuck Delaney hit Fran Davis with "
33 seconds left in the half for a 26
yard passing - touchdown. Tim
Jeffries' boot made it 14-- 7.
The half ended with the hard
fought score, the clash living up to
its pre-gam- e buildup.' However,
Wittenberg's Dave Merritt had
chalked up a very ominous 101
yards iri the first half.
- When the third quarter rolled
around, the Scots took over and
threatened. George Anderson
crashed
.
through the line and
galloped for 30 yards and Jim
Powers, not to be outshined, took
the ball on the"next play and added
22 more. The Scots found them-
selves on Wittenberg's 15 yard line,
Team Wins
proved over the ONU match, but
still not at normal operating
efficiency.
The JV followed in the varsity's
footsteps, losing to an impressively
strong ONU reserve squad 8-1- 5,
4-1- 5; while defeating Capital,
15-1- 3, 8-1- 5, 15--6.
Saturday saw the Scotties raise
their record to 7-- 3 as they dealt
losses to two visiting large college
division teams. Kent State and
1
Akron Universities.
Again, Wooster started the day
slowly, experiencing difficulties in
beating Akron 15-1- 1, 10-1- 5,
15-1- 1.
PREPARE
but the Scots were stopped short
on a" fourth and two situation. The
Tigers took over but couldn't
capitalize.
But Wittenberg's next series was
very short and sweet The Tigers
took over on their own 22 yard
line. Quarterback Delaney faded to
pass on -- first down and lofted an
aerial to receiver Tom Moon. All
Moon did was sprint the remaining
yards for a 78 yard pass play.
Another Jeffries kick made it 21-7- .
The Scots were in trouble again
hi the fourth quarter. . After a
Wittenberg punt, the Scots found
themselves pinned at their own 7.
Tim Raffell passed, but Witten-
berg's Jim Saxton intercepted.
Two plays later Dave " Merritt
dashed 14 yards for another score.
Ken Jeffries made it 28-7-.
True to their name, the Fighting
Three
.Wooster's problems stemmed
from a lack of aggressiveness. The
Scotties began to catch fire in the
third game, however, taking con-
trol of the match as Judy Miller
once again came through with
several well-place- d spikes over the
block and down the sidelines.
The momentum carried over
into the second match, as the
Scotties took the floor to face Kent
St. and won easily, 15-1- 0, 15-3- .
Wooster, behind strong net play
by Laura Page and Pat Buda,
rejected most of the KSU attacks,
winning the first game, 15-1- 0.
The Golden Flashes appeared to
become flustered and frustrated by
their own inability to score in the
second game. They soon, aban-
doned the team concept allowing
the hustling Scotties to come on
and take the game and. match,
15-3- .
Field Hockcu Wins on
WOOSTER, OHIO - Early in
the second half, Wooster's Cindy
Clark cleared the ball and tipped it
into the" comer of the goal to defeat
the Ohio Wesleyan field hockey
team, 2-- 1.
"This was one of - the most
beautiful goals made all year,"
commented coach Kathy Moore.
"What, really counts is the stick-wor- k
in front of the goal, not a
blasted shot toward the goal."
Abby Shultz, right inner, assisted
by Carol Bowers, right forward,
passed the ball several times and
opened the scoring with 12 min-
utes remaining in the first half.
OWU tied the score at 2:15 with
a goal scored off of passes made in
front of the cage.
Due to an injury, goalie Beth
FOR:
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Scots went down fighting. Starting
on their own 40, the Scots drove
44 yards to the Tiger 16. Tim
Raffell tossed it to Chris Romano
for the remaining yards and a Scot
TD. That's the way it stood until
the final gun signaled the Wooster
Fighting Scots had lost their first
game of the year.
The problem was the Scots
inability to stop the Wittenberg
rushing attack, or more specifically,
Dave Merritt. Merritt gained a
whopping 153 yards. He along with
Steve Fuller (72 yards) and Chuck
Delaney (85 yards) were the main
culprits who contributed to the
Tigers overpowering 397 yards
rushing. George Anderson had a
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good game for the Scots with 81
yards of the team's 174 rushing
total Wittenberg had a blistering
total of 501 yards offense com-
pared to Wooster's 237.
Great teams are known to
bounce back after a tough defeat,
and that will be the Scot's goal
tomorrow when they take on the
Capital Crusaders in Columbus.
Capital is a bit of a mystery team.
Although they possess an above
average passing attack, they are
mediocre at best in all other
departments. Nevertheless, they
are tied with Wooster in the OAC
blue division with an identical 2-- 1
record. A win would give the Scots
sole possession of second place.
Clark Goal
"We had trouble on comers
because players tended to lift the
ball instead of push It"
The JV team lost 2-- 0. The next
game at Kenyon is on Saturday at
10 a m.
Sophomore Abby Shultz scored a goal in the Scotties' 2-- 1 win
over Ohio Wesleyan Tuesday. Photo by Amy Sancetta.
Sperry was replaced with freshman
JV goalie Jennifer Wick. "The
team adjusted well and gained
confidence in Jennifer quickly,"
commented Moore. Wooster led in
shots on goal 13-- 6 and penalty
corners 7-- 6.
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The Women's Varsity Swim
Team has been dominating their
meets for fte past week and a half
by defeating Denison, Oberfin and
Muskingum. The Scotties have
broken six school and pool
records in the process of bringing
their season record to 4-1-- 0.
Denison has always been
Wooster's friendly rival, but this
year the Scotties overpowered
them completely. For the first time
in the six years that swimming has
been a women's varsity sport, the
Scotties won every event in the
meet Leaving Denison behind,
Wooster grabbed aB 15 races and
broke four records along the way.
' Record-breaker- s in the meet
were K.C. Clark, who won the 50
backstroke and broke her own
school and Denison pool record,
Nancy Keiter who took the 200
freestyle record, and Ann Howes .
who swam to a 100 freestyle
record.. Howes, Keiter and Clark
then joined up with Brenda Luger
to finish the meet with yet another '
school record in the 200 freestyle
relay.
Luger won both the 100 and 50
butterfly, while Nancy Jo -
by Kevin KDcommons
On Saturday, October 21, the
JTghting Scots soccer team defeat
ed Oberfin 3-- 1 m a bizarre game-a-gam- e
which moved very slowly
due to an unusual number of fouls
and a fifteen minute debate be-
tween referees and coaches over a
caD. Oberlin, in fact, lodged a
formal protest of the game after the
argument.
Having ended their six game
I
Sat.
McMillan was victorious in both
breaststroke events. Luger and
McMillan also joined with Clark
and Howes to win the 200 Medley
relay.
In diving. Amy McQumpha was
again victorious off the one meter
board as well as the three meter,
though she was competing in that
event for the first time.
The rest of Wooster's victories
came from Clark, Howes and
Keiter in additional events and
freshman Deb PamelL who won
the 200 individual medley.
The Scotties then moved to
Oberfin on Saturday to win the
meet by a score of 8136. Woo6ter
again took most of the first places '
in the meet, including 11 of 15
victories and one school record.
Amy McQumpha broke the three
meter board diving record on the
way to victory in that event.
Nancy Keiter sparked the
team's victory by winning four
events, including the 500 freestyle,
the 200 individual medley and the
100 breaststroke. She also
combined with K.C. Clark,
Brenda Luger and Ann Howes to
win. the freestyle relay. Individual
losing streak last week against
Baldwin-Wallac- e, the Scots were
more than ready to hold their 3-- 0 ,
record in the, OAC, and improve
their overall record of 4-6--1. The
Scots came on strong in the first
half with their first goal being
scored twenty-fou- r minutes into
the game by Chuck Allen.
Wooster's next goal came only
five minutes later when Nick
Crismali knocked the ball past the
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Impressive in
victories came from Luger, Clark,
Howes and Nancy Jo McMillan. .
Clark, Howes and McMillan also
joined Deb ADenby to win the 200
medley relay--.
Three of Oberlin's four victories
were taken by Barbara WeSancL
an outstanding freshman who is
ranked first in the league in several
events. -
Wooster's third victory came
.Tuesday night when the Scotties
defeated Muskingum by a score of .
94-2- 8. Wooster's women took 13
of 14 events in this meet and yet
another school and pool record
was broken. Team captain K.C.
Clark swam to an outstanding
victory in the 50 backstroke and
broke her own school and pool .
records with a time of 29.77"
seconds.
- Brenda Luger and Ann Howes .
were outstanding for the Scotties ,
as they each won four events. .
Luger's victories came in the 100
backstroke, the 50 butterfly and .
the two relays. Howes won the 50-an- d
200 freestyle events and was
also a member of the two relay
teams.
Soccer Stffl Perfect in OAC Play
Oberlin goalie, Lewis Benjamin, on
a penalty kick., This was Crismali's
second goal of the year.
The game started to slow down
in the second half with numerous
penalties being called on both
teams. One penalty called against
Wooster in their penalty box led to .
a fifteen minute discussion over
rules between Referees : John
Puckett and Sandor Reiner, and
Coaches Bob Nye of Wooster and
Fred Shuhs of Oberlin.
The call in dispute was made by
Puckett after Oberlin 's Kwadwo
Agyman of Ghana fired a perfect
penalty kick past Wooster's Todd
Drerman. Pucket claimed that one
of the Oberlin players was inside
the goal box at the time of the shot
The goal was then nullified..
Instead of taking the shot over,
as the NCAA rule states, the game
played on. After checking the rules,
Oberlin's Fred Shuhs called time
and approached thejreferees with
his objection. Fifteen minutes later '
the game resumed under formal
protest
Oberlin came on strong through
the rest of the second half,' and
scored on another penalty kick.
This kick was shot outside the .
penalty box. Oberlin played the
shot by getting their players inside
the Wooster wall protecting the '
goaL They then shot the ball --
toward the wall where Oberlin's
Curt Williams fell to the ground "
exposing the goal for the score. ,
Three
Triple event winners for the
Scotties were Clark, Keiter, and
McMillan. . Individual victories
came from Amy McCkimpha and
Deb ADenby,
Nan Nichols, the women's
coach' is very pleased with her
team's performances to date. She
w
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says. The team is swknming very.
weO. Tm proud of the way they are
perforrning," ,
: The
.
Scotties next meet is
tomorrow against Wittenburg at
1:00 p.m. in the PEC, when they
wifl try and increase their record to
5 victories.
aJLl
Chuck Allan and Mark Pruiss were head and shoulders above
Oberlin opponents in Saturday's 3--1 Scot victory- - Photo by Amy
Sancetta.
Harriers 3rd at Denison
- WOOSTER, OHIO - The Col-
lege of Wooster cross country
team's final preparation for the
Ohio Conference championship
was less than a success as the Scots
finished third in a five-tea- m meet
Saturday at Denison.
Otterbein captured first place
with 36 points, Wittenberg second
with 51, Wooster third, 72, Mus-
kingum fourth, 76, and Denison
.fifth, 101.
Wittenberg senior Corky Hadley
took top individual honors with a
time of 26:25.
Junior tri-capta- in John Carwile
was the Scots' top finisher with a
time of 27:04, good for seventh
place. Freshman Joey Pavlovitch
was eighth in 27:14.
Denison .was unable to lay out a
cross country course on grass and
ran the meet on roads instead,
much to the displeasure of coach
Jim Bean.
"We had run on roads at the
A lot of companies will offer you an important sound-
ing title.
But how many offer you a really important job?
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you earn your
commission. A job with responsibility. A job that
requires skill and leadership. A job that's just a job,
because it's also an adventure.
If that's the kind of job you're looking for, sign up
for an interview at your placement office or call Lt.j.g.
Debbie Swindell collect at:
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AO-Oh- io meet the week before and
had done poorly,' Bean said. "It
was very frustrating to have to run
under those conditions again."
Freshman John Metz finished
17th in 28:18, freshman John
Johns was 19th in 28:27 and
senior tri-capta- in Jim Wilkins was
,21st in 28:41 to round out the
Scots' scoring. ;
.'
Tm disappointed we didn't run'
better than we did," Bean said,
"but Tm not overly" concerned
about it Maybe I should be. '
"Everyone wants another crack
at Otterbein and Wittenberg and
well get it Saturday at the OAC
championship" Bean said. "I'd like
to see us get it all together in the
conference meet, but there's no
way of knowing if we wifl.'
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